Repeated functional convergent effects of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 on acid insensitivity in hibernating mammals
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Hibernating mammals need to be insensitive to acid in order to cope with conditions of high CO\textsubscript{2}; however, the molecular basis of acid tolerance remains largely unknown. The African naked mole-rat (Heterocephalus glaber) and hibernating mammals share similar environments and physiological features. In the naked mole-rat, acid insensitivity has been shown to be conferred by the functional motif of the sodium ion channel Na\textsubscript{v}1.7. There is now an opportunity to evaluate acid insensitivity in other taxa. In this study, we tested for functional convergence of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 in 71 species of mammals, including 22 species that hibernate. Our analyses revealed a functional convergence of amino acid sequences, which occurred at least six times independently in mammals that hibernate. Evolutionary analyses determined that the convergence results from both parallel and divergent evolution of residues in the functional motif. Our findings not only identify the functional molecules responsible for acid insensitivity in hibernating mammals, but also open new avenues to elucidate the molecular underpinnings of acid insensitivity in mammals.

1. Introduction

Acid insensitivity is crucial for the survival of animals chronically exposed to high levels of CO\textsubscript{2}, because acid is potentially lethal. Two main types of mammals live in high-CO\textsubscript{2} conditions: subterranean and hibernating mammals. Subterranean mammals live in congested, poorly ventilated chambers or burrows, where CO\textsubscript{2} builds up to high levels [1,2]. Similarly, hibernating mammals also experience decreasing pH, caused both by cramped living conditions and by reduced metabolic rates [3].

The social subterranean African naked mole-rat (Heterocephalus glaber) is insensitive to acid. In this animal, there is a genetic basis for acid tolerance, namely, the sodium ion channel Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 [4], which is encoded by SCN9A. This gene largely determines the threshold for the action potential in nociceptors [5]. Acid insensitivity is functionally driven by negatively charged amino acids (EKE, –+–; amino acids 1718–1720 in human Na\textsubscript{v}1.7) in the P-loop region of the Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 domain IV [4]. In other mammals, the homologous residues in the motif are highly conserved and positively charged (KKV: ++0). If residue KKV of human Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 mutates into EKE (i.e. the condition in the naked mole-rat), acid (pH 6.0) significantly inhibits the activity level of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 to a level similar to that of the naked mole-rat [4].

Given the similar physiological features and the high-CO\textsubscript{2} environment between the naked mole-rat and hibernating mammals, we hypothesized that the two groups have comparable functional motifs in Na\textsubscript{v}1.7. Consequently, we investigated the possibility that there might be convergent evolution in the
P-loop region of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 domain IV using 71 species of mammals, including 22 species that hibernate. Evolutionary and structural modelling analyses revealed repeated functional convergences in Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 between groups that hibernate, which resulted from the parallel and divergent changes of amino acids.

2. Material and methods

(a) Species, PCR amplification and sequencing

Our dataset contained 71 mammalian species (see the electronic supplementary material, table S1), including 41 species from the ENSEMBL database using previously described methods [6–9] and 30 species from the molecular experiments. The genomic DNA of 30 mammalian species was isolated from muscle tissue. Using the primers designed from the conserved sequences of SCN9A, we performed PCR to amplify a target region (TR) that included a 525 bp fragment of the entire P-loop region with partial fragments of the flanking transmembrane regions in domain IV. We also amplified a 492 bp fragment with similar evolutionary rates and selection pressures to the TRs as a control region (CR). The CR was selected by using a sliding window analysis [10] along the full-length coding sequence of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 from 14 mammals (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S2). All primer sequences are shown in the electronic supplementary material, table S2. PCR products were isolated and sequenced as per our previous methods [6]. For a positive control, we amplified the TR of mouse Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 because the quality of the mouse genome was high and the full-length sequence of mouse Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 was available. All amino acid sequences of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 from 71 mammalian species were aligned using MUSCLE [11], and then checked visually (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). All \textit{de novo} sequences were deposited in GenBank (accession numbers: JX171245–JX171280 and KF052669–KF052698).

(b) Predicting the tertiary structure of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7

We used the protein sequence of human Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 as a query for searching the Protein DataBank (PDB) database [12]. Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 was discovered to have four homologous transmembrane domains that hit the same template (PDB ID: 3RVY) of a voltage-gated sodium channel [13] with an E-value of \(<10^{-14}\). MODELLER [14] was used to construct the three-dimensional structure of these domains and assemble them into a complex using the crystal structure of 3RVY as a template. We constructed three-dimensional structures of mutant human Na\textsubscript{v}1.7, in which we changed KKV residues of the functional motif into EKE, DKD, EIE, EKD and EKV, respectively. We also estimated the \(\omega\) values of the ionizable residues and pI values of the proteins using PROPKA3 [15] to determine proton affinity. This widely used approach, which was shown to agree satisfactorily with experimental data [15,16], was used to predict pK\textsubscript{a} values of the proteins.

(c) Construction of ancestral sequences and tests for parallel changes

We inferred the ancestral protein sequences of the TR for each interior node of the tree for all 71 species, using the maximum-likelihood and maximum-parsimony methods [17]. Ancestral reconstructions appeared to be reliable because both methods gave identical results, and nodal support values exceeded 99%. We then looked for parallel or convergent changes by comparing ancestral and extant protein sequences [6,8]. Parallel changes were required to have the same descendant amino acids from the same ancestral amino acids, and convergence was considered to have occurred when identical amino acids were derived from different ancestral amino acids. To exclude the effects of random changes, we calculated the probability that the observed number of parallel or convergent sites exceeded that expected by chance [18].

(d) Selection tests

Maximum-likelihood estimates were generated using site models in codeml from PAML v. 4 [17] to determine if the P-loop region of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 domain IV experienced positive selection. This method was used to identify residues that evolved under positive selection by comparing the ratio of non-synonymous to synonymous substitution rates, termed \(\omega\). The site models allowed \(\omega\) to vary between residuals, and then identified specific sites according to their \(\omega\) values. We also calculated the mean selection pressures on different branches of the tree using a branch-model analysis based on the phylogeny (figure 1). First, we estimated \(\omega\) across the tree under a one-ratio model. Next, we estimated an independent \(\omega\) value for each branch under the free-ratio model. Finally, we used the two-ratio ‘branch model’ to compare the estimated ratio on specific foreground branches in the phylogeny with the background ratio.

3. Results and discussion

(a) Repeated convergent patterns of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 protein sequences in hibernating mammals

We obtained TRs from a total of 71 mammals, using sequencing and data mining. Several methods were used to identify and exclude other sodium ion channels. First, we amplified the TR from the mouse genome DNA and verified that its best hit was Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 by blasting the mouse genome (data not shown). Second, we used species’ protein sequences as queries to blast against the non-redundant database of NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/) to confirm that the best hits were orthologues of previously annotated Na\textsubscript{v}1.7. Finally, we identified diagnostic sites of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 in TRs to exclude other members of the sodium ion channel gene family. For example, sites 1676, 1739 and 1771 of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 contained asparagine, tyrosine and threonine in most mammalian Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 sequences, but not in other types of Na\textsubscript{v} ion channels (see the electronic supplementary material, figure S1). After filtering by these strict criteria, the species used in this study spanned the phylogeny of mammals, covering 16 orders and 40 families (figure 1). There are 22 species that hibernate in 11 families with distant phylogenetic relationships, which included nearly all of the families that contained hibernating species [19–21]. By comparison, we found that four branches of the phylogeny, including the hedgehog family and three families of bats, exhibited the same pattern of amino acid charge found in naked mole-rats (figure 1; branches b–e). The three families of bats were not sister taxa, and thus gains of the amino acid charge pattern \(\pm\) probably arose four times independently: once in each family of bats and the fourth time in hedgehogs. In detail, the Rhinopomatidae shared the amino acid motif DKD with \textit{Myotis lucifugus} (family Vesper-tilionidae), whereas the Emballonuridae, its sister group, possessed the motif DKD. Smith \textit{et al.} [4] also reported negatively charged amino acids in the functional motif of Na\textsubscript{v}1.7 in \textit{M. lucifugus}. Hedgehogs that hibernate possessed the
pattern EKD, whereas the hedgehogs that do not hibernate had the positively charged pattern as seen in other mammals that do not hibernate (figure 1).

In addition to the amino acid charge pattern EKD (−+ +), we identified two other patterns (−0 +; EKV) and (−0 −; EIE) in 10 other hibernating mammals. The former pattern occurred in the ancestral branch of marsupials, whereas the latter developed in the ancestral branch of the Rhinolophidae and Hipposideridae bats. It is obvious that these two gains evolved independently. Thus, we reasoned that NaV1.7 in

Figure 1. Phylogeny of mammals used in this study. Species shaded orange can hibernate, and the yellow box indicates the African naked mole-rat. Branches labelled a–g denote functional convergences. The residues in the functional motif (amino acids 1718 to 1720) of NaV1.7 domain IV are shown. ‘+’, ‘−’ and ‘0’ indicate positive, negative and neutral charge of residues, respectively. Residuals on the interior nodes of the tree are the ancestral states of the functional motif.
hibernating mammals might also function for acid insensitivity, as happens in naked mole-rats. The negatively charged residues in the functional motif inhibit the generation of action potentials, and consequently block the acid-sense because of their high affinities for protons [4,22].

(b) Functional convergence of NaV1.7 in hibernating mammals

Next, we predicted the three-dimensional structure of NaV1.7 to test whether the four kinds of functional motifs we identified can influence proton affinity by replacements of negatively charged residues. We calculated the p$K_a$ values of ionizable sites in the functional motif as well as the pI values of whole proteins. The p$K_a$ value, a logarithmic measure of the acid dissociation constant, was used to examine the proton affinity of charged residues and the pI value of proteins was calculated from the mean of the p$K_a$ of charged residues of the proteins [23].

Using human NaV1.7 as the wild-type, we modelled its three-dimensional structure and estimated that the pI value of this protein was 5.69 and the p$K_a$ values of ionizable sites of K1718 and K1719 were 10.69 and 8.22 (figure 2), respectively. Next, we artificially mutated the three residues of KKV into EKV, EIE, DKD, EKE and EKD in the human NaV1.7 protein sequence. We then predicted the three-dimensional structures of these mutant types and estimated corresponding pI and p$K_a$ values of each based on their own structures. The p$K_a$ and pI values of these mutants shifted in the acid direction (figure 2). Smaller values for whole proteins indicated correspondingly stronger affinities with protons. Thus, our results suggested that the four similar amino acid charge patterns functioned for acid insensitivity, resulting from negatively charged residues in the functional motif, as reported in the naked mole-rat.

Functional convergence of NaV1.7 for acid insensitivity occurred independently at least six times in hibernating mammals. The number of families with negatively charged residues in the functional motif that hibernate was significantly greater than the number of families without these residues that did not hibernate ($p < 0.001$, Fisher’s exact test). This discovery constituted the first documentation of multiple functional convergences at the molecular level in distantly related mammals.

Three species of hibernating mammals do not display convergence for acid insensitivity in the functional motif of NaV1.7. There are two possible explanations for this finding: first, differences in microclimates, physiological characteristics and behaviours may result in inconsistent evolutionary patterns. For example, ground squirrels store food before winter, wake up for 12–20 h every week and may expel the accumulated CO$_2$ from their bodies [24]. Second, besides NaV1.7, other molecular elements may play important roles for acid insensitivity because high-CO$_2$ conditions during hibernation produce a systemic effect on organisms [25,26].

(c) Positive selection drive the functional convergence for acid insensitivity of hibernating mammals

Convergent, parallel and divergent sequence evolution can drive identical physiological function. To determine which
mechanism is responsible for independent incidences of acid insensitivity, we inferred the ancestral states of amino acids in the motif on all interior nodes of the species tree. KKV, the inferred ancestral sequence, occurred in most of the species (figure 1). Functional convergence in seven branches owed to complex evolutionary processes at the level of amino acid sequences. For example, site 1718 experienced parallel rather than convergent evolution among branches a–c and e–g after excluding possible random changes \( p < 0.05 \), and after multiple testing (see the electronic supplementary material, table S3) [18]. By contrast, branch d experienced divergent evolution. Similarly, site 1720 contained glutamic acid on branches a and f, and aspartic acid on branches b–e. This site experienced independent parallel evolution on branches a and f, but within branches b–f divergent evolution occurred. Thus, both parallel and divergent evolution of amino acids appear to drive the functional convergence for acid insensitivity among hibernating mammals.

Mammals that do and do not hibernate may be under different evolutionary pressures on the P-loop region of domain IV in NaV1.7. We calculated \( \omega \) using the maximum-likelihood method to estimate the evolutionary rates of TR. We defined different models for the branches. First, assuming a uniform \( \omega \) for all branches of the 71 mammalian species (Model A, table 1), \( \omega \) was estimated to be 0.05, which was significantly less than 1 \( (p < 0.0001; \text{Model B,} \)
table 1), suggesting that the P-loop region was under an overall strong purifying selection. Second, we applied a model in which every branch had its own \( \omega \) (Model C). This model was significantly more effective than Model A (\( p < 0.001 \); table 1), suggesting that \( \omega \) varied between the different lineages. These results might indicate different evolutionary histories of mammals that do and do not hibernate. Consequently, we examined the evolutionary rates of the two groups of mammals by developing a model that allowed for a different \( \omega \) for each group (Model D). This model was a significantly better fit to the data than Model A (\( p = 0.0058 \); table 1). To exclude false positive results, we repeated the same evolutionary analyses with that of TRs based on the CRs (see electronic supplementary material, figure S2). However, we cannot detect the different evolutionary rates for the two groups (table 1). Thus, our evolutionary analyses determined that the TRs of mammals that do and do not hibernate were subjected to different evolutionary rates.

To further identify the evolutionary forces that best explain differences in evolutionary rates between hibernating and non-hibernating mammals, we calculated site-by-site \( \omega \) values by comparing model M8a (beta & \( \omega \) = 1) versus M8 (beta & \( \omega \) = 0) [17]. This approach was more robust than other by-site model tests (e.g. M1a versus M2a; M7 versus M8) [27, 28]. Our analysis showed that the P-loop regions of domain IV site was more effective than Model A (\( p = 0.0058 \); table 1), suggesting that positive selection had resulted in the different evolutionary rates. These results further supported that functional convergence for acid insensitivity is an adaptation to high-CO2 environments in the hibernating mammals.

4. Conclusion

Our evolutionary analyses provide novel molecular evidence for the evolution of acid insensitivity in hibernating mammals. Our findings, taken together with recent reports about sodium ion channels in electric fish [29] and snakes [30], highlight the usefulness of convergent and parallel evolution for identifying the functional genes underlying phenotypic effects. Such analyses contribute to the ongoing resolution of phenotype–genotype relationships. Lastly, our example has the largest number of functional convergent events shown in mammals to date. The results extend the current understanding of the molecular mechanisms of phenotypic convergences on a large evolutionary scale. A functional analysis of the parallel and divergent amino acid substitutions identified here, as described by Smith et al. [4], may provide deeper insight into the molecular mechanisms for acid insensitivity of mammals.

All work with live animals followed Animal Use Protocols approved by the Kunming Institute of Zoology Animal Care and Ethics Committee.
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